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The  stuff  we’re  forced  to  witness  and  read  about  is
incredible.  Literally.

Besides this obviously orchestrated clampdown and ramped up
war  mongering  following  the  Paris  “’incident”,  front  and
center is the Syrian turnaround by a bold-stepping, clear
minded Russia. The western media is beside itself, furiously
trying to bury, minimize, justify and demonize this wise and
functional step, the barefaced truth of which is turning this
psychopathic move toward western hegemony on its warped head.

The ongoing genocides in Yemen, Ukraine and Palestine continue
with nary a flicker of mention in the western press, with the
Yemen  extermination  recently  exacerbated  no  doubt
by  weaponized  storms  further  jeopardizing  the  lives  of
millions in that defenseless country.

If that isn’t dystopian enough, the newly placed head of the
Human Rights Commission of the so-called United Nations is
none other than a Saudi Arabian, a country deeply tied to all
things terrorist which has just announced a mass beheading to
take place as part of their public relations inspired move to
continue to appear as barbaric as possible.

This  kind  of  clap  trap  on  the  whirled  stage  is  beyond
comprehension to the awakened viewer, yet it goes on. Therein
is the indictment against humanity, I might add. We listen,
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but don’t respond consciously. We watch as observers, without
actually participating in this surreal theater of the absurd
being thrown at us – much like an industrial manure spreader
splattering  your  windshield,  yet  we  think  it’s  just  the
weather.

Why do people tolerate it? Because it’s mainstream – as in
streaming from the mainframe, what is commonly referred to as
“news”. What will it take for people to wake up?

Good News in Dystopia
Despite the West’s brutal intrusion into Syria under the guise
of  fighting  their  own  creation,  aptly  termed  ISIS,  sane
elements  in  the  world  have  stepped  up  to  confront  this
madness.  Namely  Russia  and  its  allies,  whom  the  US  is
continually attempting to vilify and denounce in the most
crassly adolescent manner, so much so that it’s making heads
across the entire world spin.

Yet this exemplifies what we’re talking about here. Absolute
crap thrown up on the screens of our minds that we’re supposed
to believe is the truth or “just the way things are”. From the
western  and  Israeli  creation  of  ISIS  to  the  obviously  US
engineered coup in the Ukraine and incidences such as the
poorly-staged downing of the Malaysian Airlines flight and
other such false flags they relentlessly throw at us — ’s all
smoke and mirrors, and obviously so.

Look how blown out of the water the so-called Syrian gas
attack was, or the fact that ISIS never touches Israel, one of
its prime creators, supporters and trainers – or Turkey for
that matter, a supposed NATO member. How blind do people have
to be to not put 2 and 2 together?

Well,  apparently,  pretty  damn  blind.  And  swept  away  into
the  mental  conditioning  and  mind  controlled  meme  of  what
people want to see and hear. It’s a disgusting tribute to the
current  state  of  mind-mushed,  gutless  humanity  that  lets



anything and everything roll right over it without question,
never mind resistance.

And On It Goes
This staged reality we’re being presented with applies to
the economic meltdown, the rise of militarized police and
draconian domestic controls, and the continued attack on human
health  and  our  environment  while  grandstanding  their  fake
hand-wringing over supposed population-caused climate change.
This is all made possible and exacerbated by any and every
media ploy, perhaps the most culpable agent in this engineered
mess. Were there a truly free press that allowed honest news
and investigative reporting instead of this onslaught of crass
propaganda there is no way all of this would be possible.

Anyone  can  see  the  clampdown  on  humanity  that’s  now  in
process,  all  under  the  guise  of  fighting  terrorism,  the
supposed threat which is now conveniently spread abroad by
these same ‘powers that shouldn’t be’, via migration and their
drumbeat of on-line recruitment via “radicalized social media”
and internet sites.

Again, an engineered hoax with a very clear purpose.

All  this  while  the  chasm  between  the  awakened  and  asleep
continues to widen. What takes this to new stinking heights of
repulsion is this engineered UN Agenda roll out. Don’t people
see this coming as clearly as some of us do? Agenda 2030 reeks
of societal containment and the new world agenda, yet it’s
being sold as the best thing since sliced bread. Many are
catching on but this awareness must be stepped up.

The TTP agenda is another major manifestation. Shrouded in
secrecy,  it  and  Agenda  2030  portend  to  exercise  control
mechanisms that have such massive ramifications that it makes
the post-9/11 period look impotent.



Pope-Puree
Then there was this recent Pope-a-dope New World tour, never
mind his ongoing globalist target-softening propaganda. After
a  bunch  of  politically  charged  judgements  and  summarily
dismissing generalities, this guy had the gall to say;

“I  have  not  come  to  judge  you  or  to  lecture  you,”  he
said. “Allow me only, in the freedom of love, to speak to you
as a brother among brothers.” (source)

This, while he self-righteously judges and lectures the dazed
masses of sycophantic listeners, all looking for some kind of
truth in what this extremely dangerous Jesuit, socialist NWO
proponent and intentioned agenda-pushing puppet activist has
to say.

Just  look  at  this  and  tell  me  people  aren’t  deliberately
hypnotized with this insanity:

Watching Pope Francis speak at the multi-faith ceremony at the
9/11 Museum in lower New York brought tears to my eyes. I
didn’t expect it—I hadn’t really focused on the pope’s visit
much  except  to  plan  my  schedule  around  traffic  snarls  in
Midtown,  but  when  I  tuned  into  this  ceremony  I  became
transfixed.  (source)

Anyone with any sense knows this Pope figure has no real
power, but on the other hand has full emotional, spiritual and
ecumenical  sway  over  billions  of  Catholics  and  other
religiously inclined onlookers, never mind those innocently
longing for a better world that “someone” should bring their
way, all dutifully pushed by a fawning media.

For  goodness’  sake  people,  shake  the  spell  and  act
accordingly.

Rise
I can’t say much more on this without spitting nails. The good
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news is it’s getting more obvious by the hour. People are
beginning to connect the dots and that’s a good thing, and in
many  more  ways  and  deeper  societal  strata  than  we  can
conceive.

Don’t fall for their version of our effect either. Of course
they ignore, minimize and outright demonize anything that goes
against their narrative. We need to recognize our effect for
ourselves, and it’s extremely encouraging. But much more needs
to be done to keep it rolling out.

Rise up and do your part. The hour to act is now. Their
intention  is  to  shut  down  alternative  and  independent
media which they know is their biggest threat. Don’t get put
on  the  defensive  –  now  is  the  time  to  reach  even  wider
audiences. Those awakening out of this trance are looking for
answers and we have them. Let’s get them into the hands of as
many as possible via every means available.

Flood  local  media  outlets  with  credible,  well  researched
information and dot connecting analyses. Share them even with
old stale contacts you might have given up on over the years.
The entire world paradigm is shifting fast and everyone can
sense it to some extent.

All it takes is a small crack for the water of truth to seep
in and start to do its work.

While seeming to act with such impudent bravado, the matrix of
deceit is crumbling under the weight of its own lies.

Now’s the time to charge their faltering bastions of bullsh*t.

Keep heart. That’s where it all happens.

Love, Zen
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